Year Group: Year 1&2

Day/Objective

Teacher: Ustaadh Hassan/Miss Diya

Islamic Studies

Learning Objectives

Week 5

Resource

Task 1: Watch the video’s regarding the Dua at the time of rainfall.
(Click on the link to watch the video)
Task 2: Practice and repeat each Dua at least 3 times.

Monday 1st
February

To learn and practice the Dua at the time of rainfall and
its importance

Task 3: Discuss with your family why it is very important to make sure
we recite the Dua at the time of rainfall, and how would that help us
and Allah’s creations around the world.
Task 4: Year 1&2: Ask one of your family members to test you on the
Dua you have practiced.
Task 5: Year 1&2: Complete extension worksheet according to your
year group.

(Please click on the link to
watch the video)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oW3shq06amw&a
b_channel=One4kids

Task 1: Year 1&2: Watch the video regarding ‘Zaky’s reminder before
going to sleep’ with Zaky series.
Task 2: Year 2: Write down 5 sentences regarding the key points from
the video and what you have learnt and understood.
Tuesday 2nd
February

To learn and understand the etiquettes before going to
sleep

Year 1: Write three sentences about what you have learnt and
understood from watching the video.
Task 3: Year 1&2: Complete the worksheet with questions according
to your year group neatly into your book.

(Click on the link to watch
the video)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iIwzD4XRiFw&ab_
channel=One4kids

Task 1: Year 1&2: Click on the link to watch the video regarding the
spelling/breakdown of each word with the kas-rah & fat-ha symbol & sound.
Watch the video with full concentration.

Wednesday
3rd February

To be able to practice and breakdown words with the
kas-rah symbol and sound

Task 2: Year 1&2: Now repeat all the letters and words with kas-rah & fat-ha
symbol after the person. Then read the words only without the spelling.
Task 3: Year 1: Write out all of the words from the first line neatly into your
book. (Remember Arabic writing starts from the right side of the page)

(Please click on the link to
watch the video)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7j7cDB2eeXQ&ab_
channel=LearnQuranwithTaj
weed

Year 2: Write out all of the words from the first two lines neatly into your
book. (Remember Arabic writing starts from the right side of the page)

Task 1: Year 1- Click on the link for Ayatul-kursi. Whilst listening,
follow each verse carefully on the screen and recite it along the way
until the end. This should be done at least ‘FIVE’ times. Once
confident, read to parent/sibling. (spend 20 mins on this task) Now try
your best to repeat the verses without looking.
Thursday 4th
February

To be able to practice and recite Ayatul-Kursi fluently
and accurately.

Year 2- Click on the link for Ayatul-Kursi. Whilst listening, follow each
verse carefully on the screen and recite it along the way until the end.
This should be done at least two times. Once confident, read to
parent/sibling. (spend 20 mins on this task) Now spend 10 mins on
memorisation on as many verses as you can.

(Click on the link to access
the video) Year 1:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vh8NBGpMHS4&a
b_channel=One4kids

Year 2:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vh8NBGpMHS4&a
b_channel=One4kids

Task 1: Year 1&2: Click on the link regarding the basic names of transports in
Arabic, and watch the video. Repeat each word three times.

Friday 5th
February

To be able learn & write basic words in Arabic

Task 2: Year 1: Copy out the Arabic word of at least 3 words with the picture
and translation into your exercise book in your best handwriting. (Remember
Arabic writing starts from the RIGHT SIDE) Colour in the pictures.
Task 2: Year 2: Copy out the Arabic of each word with the translation and
picture into your exercise book in your best handwriting. Colour in the
pictures once you have completed your task. Extension: Write 1 sentence
from the video.
Task 3: Year 1&2: Memorise the basic words in Arabic with the translation.
Ask someone to test you.

(Click on the link to watch
the video)
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=y3kIVFp40s&ab_channel=Learnin
gwithabiandummi

